Revolutionary super light weight
aluminium diecast body butterfly valve

773Z
778Z
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Features and benefits
Engineering plastic housing of gear operator
with stainless steel worm shaft

Larger flow rate
Improved seat design (new
cosine-curve seat) with rib disc
can provide a larger flow rate
and larger Cv value than existing
models by maintaining mechanical
strength of the disc.

The high performance engineering plastic housing and
stainless steel worm shaft are standardised to prevent
corrosion for the 2J worm gear operator.

Silicon seat (50mm to 200mm)
The silicon seat is designed for chlorinated hot water
applications for sanitary use in the 778Z.

Ultra super light weight
Easy installation due to lighter weight (30% lighter
than 702Z on 200mm types) and alignment ribs.

Examples of weight (Kg) with gear operator
Conventional
(Iron body)
80mm

702Z-2I

773Z-2J

(Aluminium diecast body)

4.9

1.8

1.6

100mm

5.7

3.1

2.2

200mm

18.0

9.6

6.7
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PPS disc
The PPS lined disc (polyphenylene sulfide with stainless
steel core) is available up to 200mm and is an optimum
product for corrosive fluids (subject to the performance
of the rubber material). It works under the same
concept as plastic butterfly valves whose contact parts
with fluid consist of a plastic disc and rubber seat.

773Z / 778Z
General Description
This revolutionary aluminium diecast body butterfly valve is
an extended model of our best selling 702Z.
The high performance engineering plastic top plate (patent
pending) with aluminium diecast body can prevent dew
condensation and allow auto-actuation with the ISO top
flange design.

Remarkable anti-condensation capability
Better anti-condensation capability is achieved by utilising
a high performance engineering plastic column.
The high performance engineering plastic has excellent
features such as low water absorption, high corrosion
resistance, heat resistance, non-flammability as well as
shock resistance which is approximately four times that of
hard PVC material.

Room temperature (degrees C)

The graph shows anti condensation performance under
5ºC cold moisture

Standard Specification
Valve nominal size

40mm to 300mm

Applicable flange standard

JIS 5K/10K ANSI 125/150lb,
BS4504NP10, DIN 10K, BS10E

Design standard

JIS B2032

Max. working pressure

1.0MPa

Working temperature range

EPDM -20 to 120 degrees C, Silicon
(778Z) -30 to 130 degrees C

Working temperature range
in continuous use #1

EPDM -10 to 100 degrees C, Silicon
(778Z) -30 to 130 degrees C

Body shell test #2

1.5MPa

Seat leak test #3

1.1MPa

Actuator mounting flange

ISO 5211

Actuators

Lock lever, worm gear, pneumatic
cylinder, motorised

Face-to-face dimensions

Standard
materials

Aluminium diecast alloy

Disc #4

Stainless steel type 316, PPS
(Polyphenylene sulfide lined on
stainless steel core)

Stem

Stainless steel type 420J2

Seat #5

EPDM, NBR, Silicon

Column

Engineering plastic

Surface treatment body

Condensation prevention
performance

Humidity (%)
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#1
#2
#3
#4

ISO 5752/JIS B2032

Body

Epoxy-Melanin baked with Munsell
2.5BG6/12
No condensation is formed on gear
actuator and its mounting flange under
34 degrees C room temperature with
75% humidity on 5 degrees C chilled
water line

1.8MPa piping pressure test at job site is available
1.2/1.4MPa test is also available upon request
40mm to 200mm are available
Silicon seat is available on 50mm to 200mm.

